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SOLUTION OF THE SMOLUCHOWSKI EQUATIONFOR ROTATIONAL DIFFUSIONOF RIGID DIPOLAR AND SYMMETRIC-TOPMOLECULES IN DILUTE SOLVENTS�Wªadysªaw AlexiewizNonlinear Optis Division, Institute of Physis, A. Mikiewiz UniversityUmultowska 85, 61-614 Pozna«, Polande-mail: walex�main.amu.edu.pl(Reeived November 12, 1999)The approximate method of solving the Smoluhowski equation for ro-tational di�usion of noninterating rigid, dipolar and symmetri-topmoleules under the ation of the high intensity eletri �elds, withinKielih's theory, is proposed. Employing the properties of the spherial har-moni funtions and quantum-mehanial angular momentum operators,this paper extends the Kielih lassial theory of nonlinear proesses of therelaxation of the spherial top moleules for the ase of the symmetri-topand for arbitrary shapes of the reorienting external �elds.PACS numbers: 05.40.+j 1. IntrodutionThe Smoluhowski equation for rotational di�usion of polar, spherialmoleules in dilute solution was used in the theory of linear dieletri relax-ation many years ago by Debye [1℄ and was extended for the ase of polar butthe asymmetri-top moleules by Perrin [2℄ and Budo, Fisher and Miyamoto[3℄. The theory of rotational di�usion in liquids essentialy hinges on the al-ulation of ensemble averages desribing the time-dependene of the reori-entation of moleules in a liquid medium ated on by an external, eletrior magneti potential [4℄. These ensemble averages play an important rolein the dieletri relaxation, in the Kerr e�et onsisting in the indutionof optial birefringene in naturally isotropi media under the ation of an� Presented at the XII Marian Smoluhowski Symposium on Statistial PhysisZakopane, Poland, September 6�12, 1999.(1051)



1052 W. Alexiewizexternal eletri �elds [5,6℄ as well as in the lassial treatment of nonlin-ear proesses of moleular relaxation in intense eletri �elds of high andlow frequeny, proposed by Kielih and o-workers [7�9℄, or in many othersphenomena of moleular eletro- and magneto-optis [10,11℄.We propose an approximate method of solving the Smoluhowski equa-tion of rotational di�usion of noninterating rigid, dipolar and symmetri-top moleules under the ation of the high-intensity eletri or optial �elds,su�ient to indue nonlinear polarization in the medium. Our alulus isan extension of the lassial Kielih's method [7�9℄ based on the propertiesof angular momentum operators and spherial harmoni funtions. As themain result a simple set of linear di�erential equations desribing nonlinearrotational di�usion, for an arbitrary time-shapes of the external reorienting�elds, is obtained.This method will be used as the fundamental in the kineti theory ofnonlinear dieletri and eletro-optis proesses [12,13℄, espeially in thedesription of the Langevin saturation reently observed in dilute solutionsof di�erent dipolar moleules in spherial solvent by the method of nonlineardieletri e�et (NDE) in Leuven and Pozna« by Hellemans and Jad»yngroups [15�18℄.2. Rotational di�usion of the symmetri-top moleulesLet us onsider an isotropi dieletri of volume V onsisting of a greatnumber N of noninterating rigid, dipolar, non-polarizable moleules withthe permanent dipole moment omponent equal to �x; �y; �z, diluted in asolution of non-dipolar and spherial moleules.The hange in the potential energy of the moleules in an external ele-tri �eld EZ , applied to the dieletri along the laboratory Z axis, an beexpressed in the formV (#; ';EZ ) = kT [ipx(Y11 + Y1�1) + py(Y11 � Y1�1)� pzY10℄ ; (1)where we have introdued the dimensionless parameters of the reorientationof the dipole moment omponentsp� =r2�3 ��EZkT ;pz = 2r�3 �zEZkT ; (2)where � = x; y; k is the Boltzmann onstant, T � absolute temperature,i2 = �1 and Ylm � Ylm(#; ') are the well-known spherial harmoni fun-tions [19�21℄.



Solution of the Smoluhowski Equation : : : 1053In our partiular ase of an external eletri �eld EZ the hange in thepotential energy (1) depends on the polar # and azimuthal ' angles be-tween the z-axis of the moleule and the Z-axis of the laboratory system ofoordinates.To gain insight into the in�uene of moleular rotational di�usion onphysial quantity Q[#; ';EZ(t)℄ at a moment of time t subsequent to theappliation of the time-dependent eletri �eld EZ(t) we have reourse to alassial statistial averaging proedurehQ[#; ';EZ(t)℄i = 14�V 2�Z0 �Z0 Q[#; ';EZ(t)℄f [#; ';EZ(t)℄ sin#d#d' : (3)Now we assume that the time evolution of the dieletri depends onthe moleular rotational di�usion, whih is governed by the Smoluhowskiequation for the time-dependent distribution funtion f = f [#; ';EZ(t)℄, [4℄�f�t = � X�=x;y;zD�� �L̂2�f � 1kT (iL̂�)(ifL̂�V )� (4)in whih L̂� are the omponents of the quantum-mehanial angular mo-mentum operator [19,20℄ and D�� denotes the diagonal omponents of therotational di�usion tensor of the moleule, equal toD�� = kT��I�� ; (5)where I�� denotes the diagonal omponents of the moment of inertia of themoleule, �� is the frition onstant around the moleular � axis of themoleule.In the following we will onsider the symmetri-top moleules only, forwhih Dxx = Dyy 6= Dzz.Aording to the identitiesL̂2 = L̂2x + L̂2y + L̂2z ; (6)and (L̂�V )(L̂�f) = 12 L̂�(L̂�V f)� 12V L̂2�f � 12fL̂2�V ; (7)the Smoluhowski equation for the rotational di�usion of the symmetri-topmoleules may be written in the form well adopted for alulations in thebasis of spherial harmoni funtions1Dzz �f�t + �L̂2f + (1� �)L̂2zf = � 12kT h�L̂2(V f) + (1� �)L̂2z(V f)+�fL̂2V + (1� �)fL̂2zV � �V L̂2f � (1� �)V L̂2zfi : (8)



1054 W. AlexiewizHere, we have introdued the dimensionless parameter � of the anisotropyof rotational di�usion of the symmetri-top moleules� = DxxDzz : (9)The Smoluhowski equation for rotational di�usion of the symmetri-topmoleules, in the form given by Eq. (8) is the hief result of this Setion.It may be solved by the approximate method of �statistial perturbationalulus� � well suitable in the ase of �low moleular reorientation�, i.e.when all the reorientation parameters in Eq. (2), px; py; pz � 1 � �rstlyused in theory of nonlinear, third-order proesses of rotational relaxation ofthe spherial-top moleules in intense eletri �elds of high and low frequenyby Kielih [7, 8℄.With the eletri �elds intensities ommonly used in the dieletri ex-periments [12, 15-18℄ we have just this �low moleular reorientation� ase.As an example, the value of the reorientation parameter �E0kT in nonlineardieletri relaxation observations of Jad»yn and o-workers for the dilutedsolutions of 6-CB and 6-CHBT moleules in benzene at 250C is equal to0,04 [16℄.The omponents of the angular momentum operator L̂ depend on allthree Eulers angles #; ';  , but in the ase when the external �eld is appliedalong Z-axis, the hange in the potential energy V (#; '; t) and, onsequently,the rotational di�usion distribution funtion f [#; ';EZ(t)℄ depends on twoangles # and ' only. This is a signi�ant simpli�ation in our theory.In the partiular ase of spherial-top moleules, if �x = �y = 0, �z 6= 0and Dxx = Dyy = Dzz = D , Eq. (8) redue toV (#; t) = ��zEZ os# ; (10)and we obtain from Eq. (8) the familiar Smoluhowski�Debye equation2�1 �f�t = 4f + 12kT [4(V f) + f 4 V � V 4 f ℄= 1sin# ��# �sin#�f�#�+ 1kT sin# ��# �f sin#�V�#� (11)depending on the polar angle # only. Here �1 = (2D)�1 is simply theDebye relaxation time of the spherial moleule and 4 denotes the Laplaeoperator. The Smoluhowski�Debye equation (11) is fundamental for theextended modern theories of the dieletri relaxation in liquids or nematiliquids rystals and of the dynami Kerr e�et [4-6, 10, 11℄.



Solution of the Smoluhowski Equation : : : 10553. Expansion of the rotational distribution funtionfor the symmetri-top moleulesIf, when ated on by the time-independent eletri-�eld EZ , the dieletriis in a thermodynamial equilibrium, its statistial distribution funtion isgiven by the Gibbs formulaf(#; ') = 4� exp(�VkT )2�R0 �R0 exp(�VkT ) sin#d#d� (12)with the energy V (#; ') given by Eq. (1). In the ase of �low moleularreorientation� the parameters px; py; pz � 1 and it is useful to express thedistribution funtion (12) by the series of powers of these parameters in thespherial harmonis basisf(#; ') =Xl;m X�=x;y;z Xn=0;1;:::A�:::lm pn�Ylm(#; ') (13)with A�:::lm being some oe�ients of the expansion. We have A�:::lm = 0 forj m j> l and for l < 0.When the dieletri is ated on by the time-dependent eletri �eld EZ(t)EZ(t) = EZg(t) (14)with the funtion g(t) desribing this dependeny, the equilibrium distribu-tion funtion (13) may be simply adopted to the time-dependent ase bywrittingf [#; ';EZ(t)℄ =Xl;m X�=x;y;z Xn=0;1;:::A�:::lm (t)pn�Ylm(#; ') (15)but now with the time-dependent rotational di�usion funtions A�:::lm (t) tobe determined from Eq. (8). Aording to Eqs (12), (15) we obtain, with anauray to E3Z , the expansionf [#; '; Ez(t)℄ = 14� [f0 + f1(#; '; t) + f2(#; '; t) + f3(#; '; t) + : : :℄ ; (16)where the suesive omponents fn(#; '; t) of the distribution funtion f aregiven by f0 = 1 ; (17)



1056 W. Alexiewizf1(#; '; t) = �ipxAx11(t)(Y11 + Y1�1)� pyAy11(t)(Y11 � Y1�1)+pzA10(t)Y10 ; (18)f2(#; '; t) = 12p5�(�p2x"r32Axx22 (t)(Y22 + Y2�2) +Axx20 (t)Y20#+p2y"r32Ayy22(t)(Y22 + Y2�2) +Ayy20(t)Y20#+p2zAzz20(t)Y20 + ipxpyp6Axy22 (t)(Y22 � Y2�2)�ipxpzp3Axz21(t)(Y21 � Y2�1)� pypzp3Ayz21(t)(Y21 � Y2�1)) ;(19)and4�f3(#; '; t) = p3x"r 370 iAxxx33 (t)(Y33 + Y3�3) + 35p14 iAxxx31 (t)(Y31 + Y3�1)+25 iAxxx11 (t)(Y11 + Y1�1)#+p3y"�r 370Ayyy33 (t)(Y33 � Y3�3) + 35p14Ayyy31 (t)(Y31 � Y3�1)+25Ayyy11 (t)(Y11 � Y1�1)#+p3z"15r37Azzz30 (t)Y30 � 15Azzz10 (t)Y10#+p2xpy"3r 370Axxy33 (t)(Y33 � Y3�3)� 35p14Axxy31 (t)(Y31 � Y3�1)+25Axxy11 (t)(Y11 � Y1�1)#�p2xpz" 3p70Axxz32 (t)(Y32 + Y3�2) + 310r37Axxz30 (t)Y30 + 25Axxz10 (t)Y10#+p2ypx"� 3r 370 iAxyy33 (t)(Y33 + Y3�3) + 35p14 iAxyy31 (t)(Y31 + Y3�1)



Solution of the Smoluhowski Equation : : : 1057+25 iAxyy11 (t)(Y11 + Y1�1)#+p2ypz"3r 235Ayyz32 (t)(Y32 + Y3�2)� 35r37Ayyz30 (t)Y30 � 25Ayyz10 (t)Y10#+p2zpx"� 65p14 iAxzz31 (t)(Y31 + Y3�1) + 15 iAxzz11 (t)(Y11 + Y1�1)#+p2zpy" 65p14Ayzz31 (t)(Y31 � Y3�1) + 15Ayzz11 (t)(Y11 � Y1�1)#+ipxpypzr 235Axyz32 (t)(Y32 � Y3�2) : (20)4. Approximate solution of the Smoluhowski equation forrotational di�usion of rigid, dipolar and symmetri-topmoleules in dilute solventWe insert Eqs (1), (16)�(20) into the Smoluhowski equation (8) andapply the properties of spherial harmoni funtions [19-21℄L̂zYlm = l(l + 1)Ylm;L̂2zYlm = m2Ylm; (21)and YlmY�� = XL;Ms(2l + 1)(2� + 1)4�(2L+ 1) C(l�L;m�)C(l�L; 00)YLM ; (22)where C(l�L;m�) are Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients and summation over theindies L and M in Eq. (22) is governed by the triangle rule j l � � j� L �l+ �. Clebsh�Gordan oe�ients are non-zero only for M = m+ �. Now,after multiplying both sides of the Smoluhowski equation by Y��(#; '), weuse the orthogonality relation of the spherial harmonis2�Z0 �Z0 YlmY�� sin#d# = (�1)�Æl�Æm� ; (23)where Æ�� denotes the Kroneker delta.Finally, by putting equal in Eq. (8) all terms with the same powers pn� ofthe parameters of moleular reorientation px; py; pz, we obtain the following



1058 W. Alexiewizsets of linear di�erential equations for the unknown relaxational funtionsA�:::lm (t) �11 _Ax11(t) +Ax11(t) = g(t);�10 _Az10(t) +Az10(t) = g(t);Ax11(t) = Ay11(t); (24)where the dots denote time-derivatives and the rotational relaxation timesof symmetri-top moleules are�lm = �l(l + 1)Dzz �m2(Dzz �Dxx)��1 : (25)We see that the linear dieletri relaxation depends on two times�10 = (2Dzz)�1;�11 = (Dxx +Dzz)�1 (26)and on the shape of the eletri �eld g(t).For the relaxational funtions A��lm (t), whih are onneted with thesquare of eletri �eld intensity and play an important role in the Kerre�et [4�7℄, our method gives the following equations�20 _Axx20 (t) +Axx20 (t) = Ax11(t)g(t) ;�20 _Azz20(t) +Azz20(t) = Az10(t)g(t) ;�22 _Axx22 (t) +Axx22 (t) = Ax11(t)g(t) ;�21 _Axz21(t) +Axz21(t) = �1 + 2�1 + 5�Az10(t) + 3�1 + 5�Ax11(t)� g(t) : (27)Moreover, we have the relationsAyy20(t) = Axx20 (t) ;Ayz21(t) = Axz21(t) ;Ayy22(t) = Axy22 (t) = Axx22 (t) ; (28)resulting from the symmetry between the Dxx and Dyy omponents of therotational di�usion tensor of the moleule.The rotational relaxation times in Eqs (27) are�20 = 13�10 = (6Dzz)�1;�21 = (5Dzz +Dxx)�1 ;�22 = (2Dzz + 4Dxx)�1 ; (29)



Solution of the Smoluhowski Equation : : : 1059and it is lear that the aurate analysis of the dieletri relaxation and op-tial birefringene should be made with the symmetri-top moleule prop-erties. We note that the funtions A��lm (t) depend on A�lm(t) and g(t).And �nally, for the reorientational funtions desribing the third-ordereletri polarization A���lm (t) we obtain the equations�10 _Azzz10 (t) +Azzz10 (t) = Azz20(t)g(t) ;�10 _Axxz10 (t) +Axxz10 (t) = 12g(t) [3Axz21(t)�Axx20 (t)℄ ;�11 _Axxx11 (t) +Axxx11 (t) = g(t)2(1 + �) [3Axx22 (t) + (2� � 1)Axx20 (t)℄ ;�11 _Axzz11 (t) +Axzz11 (t) = g(t)1 + � [Axx20 (t) + 3�Axz21 (t)� 2�Azz20(t)℄ : (30)Moreover, the following identities holdAyyz10 (t) = Axxz10 (t);Ayyy11 (t) = Axxx11 (t) = Axxy11 (t) = Axyy11 (t);Ayzz11 (t) = Axzz11 (t): (31)Equations (25)�(31) with the initial values depending on the experimen-tal onditions, permit the alulation of the respetive nonlinear relaxationfuntions A���lm (t) for the arbitrary shapes of reorienting eletri �eld g(t)and are the hief result of this Setion.In the absene of any external �elds in t = 0 we have all A�:::lm (t = 0) = 0.For the time-independent �eld g(t) = 1, swithing on in a su�iently pasttime t = t0, the values of all A�:::lm (t0) = 1. For spherial top moleulesDxx = Dzz = D and Eqs (25)�(31) redue to a simpler form onsidered in[9℄. 5. ConlusionsThis approah to the Smoluhowski equation for the rotational di�usionof the rigid, dipolar and symmetri-top moleules permits an extention of thelassial Kielih theory of nonlinear eletro-optial proesses in a dieletrionsisting of spherial moleules and will provide more detailed piture ofthe dispersion and absorption properties as well as time-evolution of variousnonlinear proesses [22℄.Consider an expansion of an arbitrary physial quantity Q into a seriesof the spherial harmonisQ[#; ';EZ(t)℄ = XL;M Xn=0;1;::: qnLMgn(t)YLM (#; '); (32)



1060 W. Alexiewizwith qLM being the oe�ients of expansion, where the indies L;M dependon the nature of the measured quantity Q, (L > 0 and j M j< L) andn = 0; 1; ::: denotes the powers of the intensity of the eletri �eld EZ(t).We an now insert the expansions (3) and (13) into Eq. (32) and use theorthogonality relation (23) for the spherial harmonis. As a result we havea general equality�LM [#; ';EZ(t)℄ = hYLM (#(t); '(t)i= 1V Xl;m Xn;n0X� (�1)Mpn0� qnLMgn(t)A�lm(t)ÆLlÆMm(33)for the ensemble averages �LM [#; ';EZ(t)℄ desribing the time-dependeneof the rotational di�usion of the symmetri-top moleules in a liquid mediumated on by an external potential and playing an important role in the theoryof linear and nonlinear dieletri relaxation.As an important example we onsider the total dipole momentMZ [EZ(t)℄indued by the time dependent �eld EZ(t). On negleting moleular inter-ations and the indued polarizability, we have [12�14℄1NMZ [EZ(t)℄ = [�r2�3 i�x(Y11 + Y1�1)�r2�3 �y(Y11 � Y1�1)+2r�3�zY10℄g(t) : (34)From Eqs (3), (15)�(20), (34) we obtain for the eletri polarization ofthe system the following expansionhPZ(t)i = hP (1)Z (t)i+ hP (3)Z (t)i+ : : : ; (35)where the �rst two omponents, of the �rst- and third-order are equalhP 1Z(t)i = [(�x + �y)2Ax11(t) + �2zAz10(t)℄�EZ3kT ; (36)and hP (3)Z (t)i = ��(�2x + �2y)2Axxx11 (t) + �4zAzzz10 (t)+(�2x + �2y)2[Ayyz10 (t) +Axzz11 (t)℄� �E3Z45k3T 3 ; (37)and depend on the reorientational funtions A���lm (t) given by Eqs (30) andthe symmetri-top moleular rotational relaxation times �11, �10, �20, �21and �22.



Solution of the Smoluhowski Equation : : : 1061Our results permit a qualitative desription of nonlinear dispersion andabsorption proesses as well as detailed detemination of the response of liquiddieletris to an arbitrary eletri reorienting �eld EZ(t).Generally, the dispersion and absorption of the third-order eletri po-larization omponent [37℄ indued in the dieletri medium by by the har-moni eletri �eld, depends on the relaxation times �lm and on the nonlinearDebye�Kielih fators Rlm(n!) = (1� in!�lm)�1 ; (38)where ! is a frequeny of harmoni eletri �eld and n = 1; 2; 3. The kinetitheory [22℄ gives the values of dispersion and absorption bands whih arestrongly dependent on the anisotropy of the di�usion tensor omponents �.The same rotational relaxation times appear in the desription of the rise intime and deay of the third-order eletri polarization indued in dieletrimedia by the retangular eletri �eld. The resulting time-dependeny maybe of non-exponential type and signi�antly depends on the shape of themoleules [23℄. REFERENCES[1℄ P. Debye, Polare Molekeln, Hirzel, Leipzig 1929.[2℄ F. Perrin, J. Phys. Radium 5, 497 (1934); 7, 1 (1936).[3℄ A. Budo, E. Fisher, S. Miyamoto, Z. Phys. 40, 337 (1939).[4℄ H. Watanabe, A. Morita, Adv. Chem. Phys. 56, 255 (1984); A. Morita,H. Watanabe, J. Chem. Phys. 77, 1193 (1982); Reports on Progress in PolymerPhysis in Japan 27 (1984) 479.[5℄ J.L. Dejardin, P.M. Dejardin, Yu.P. Kalmykov, J. Chem. Phys. 106 5824,5832 (1997).[6℄ J.L. Dejardin, Dynami Kerr E�et. The Use and Limits of the SmoluhowskiEquation and Nonlinear Inertial Response, World Sienti�, Singapore 1995.[7℄ B. Kasprowiz-Kielih, S. Kielih, Adv. Mol. Relax. Proesses 7, 275 (1975).[8℄ B. Kasprowiz-Kielih, S. Kielih, J.R. Lalanne in Moleular Motions in Liq-uids, J. Lasombe, ed., D. Reidel, Dordreht 1974 p.563.[9℄ W. Alexiewiz, B. Kasprowiz-Kielih, Adv. Chem. Phys. 85, 1 (1993).[10℄ W.T. Co�ey, B.V. Paranjape, Pro. R. Ir. Aad. 78A, 17 (1978). W.T. Co�ey,in Dynamial Proesses in Condensed Matter, ed. M.E. Evans, Wiley, NewYork 1985.[11℄ W.T. Co�ey, Yu.P. Kalmykov, J.T. Waldron, The Langevin Equation WithAppliations in Physis, Chemistry and Eletrial Engineering, World Sien-ti�, Singapore 1996.
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